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TCG strongly believes that improving equity, diversity and inclusion in the U.S.  

theatre field is essential to the vitality of theatre as an art form. To that end, 

TCG is fully committed to supporting a wide range of aesthetics, perspectives, 

organizational sizes and structures as well as celebrating all areas of identity, 

including: gender, race/ethnicity, nation of origin, class, age, ability, sexual 

orientation and religion/spirituality. 

TCG’s strategic plan includes a multi-year, six-point Equity, Diversity & Inclusion  

Initiative (EDII) to transform the national theatre field into a more equitable,  

inclusive and diverse community. The Rising Leaders of Color (RLC) Program  

is part of that initiative, and is an expansion and re-envisioning of TCG’s Young 

Leaders of Color Program (YLC) which launched in 2008. Alongside TCG’s SPARK 

Leadership Program, RLC is changing the face of the theatre field by nurturing  

and supporting an intergenerational network of leaders of color at various stages  

in their careers.

In an effort to reach an even more diverse pool of candidates, TCG has made the 

following changes to the RLC program. Applicants no longer need to be nominated  

to apply; and the program is now also open to leaders of color who are advancing 

their career in theatre criticism/journalism.

In 2018, RLC will form a cohort of exceptionally talented early-career leaders  

of color from St. Louis City/County, MO and New York, NY who are advancing their 

careers in the U.S. not-for-profit theatre and related sectors; and who demonstrate 

the potential to impact the field in a positive way. Activities will span from June 2018 

through May 2019. Participants will be required to attend an orientation meeting  

on Saturday, June 2, 2018 in St. Louis. New York-based participants should plan  

to arrive in St. Louis on Friday, June 1st. In addition, all RLC participants are required 

to participate in professional development workshops and events in St. Louis from  

June 11—17 during the 2018 TCG National Conference.

The RLC cohort will be highlighted in TCG’s Spotlight On programming at the 

Conference, including networking opportunities, appearing in a Spotlight On 

slideshow that will be shown at the Conference, and inclusion in a Spotlight On 

brochure that will be distributed to all Conference attendees.
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RLC seeks to develop and highlight exceptionally talented early-career leaders  

of color across the U.S. who are committed to upholding equitable practices in the 

theatre field. The program acknowledges that leadership takes place throughout 

the theatre field and its related sectors. With that in mind, the program supports 

leaders working in all areas of the theatre field, including but not limited to acting, 

administration, craft areas, design, directing, dramaturgy, literary management, 

producing, stage management, technical production, and theatre criticism/journalism.

Beginning with the orientation meeting on June 2, 2018, RLC will offer a year-long 

networking and professional development curriculum designed to strengthen the 

participants’ leadership skills and expand their network of empowering relationships 

with peers across the country.

RLC participants will undergo values clarification training, and explore how an 

individual’s values can serve in the development of a personal mission statement  

and personal strategic plan. The curriculum will also include training designed to 

deepen the participants’ analysis of equity, diversity and inclusion, identifying where 

they are, and where they can serve in allyship within the theatre field and beyond.

TCG recognizes the unique journey early-career leaders will have in the theatre field, 

and will provide areas of support during the program period and beyond. TCG, along 

with its program advisors, will help participants navigate challenging situations in the 

workplace and identify ways in which their differences can be used as strengths to  

help them exercise leadership.

TCG will work with the participants to hand-tailor areas of the curriculum to address  

the specific needs and goals of the cohort. The program curriculum will include 

attending TCG’s National Conference in 2018, periodic webinars, group teleconferences, 

and introductions to recipients and alumni of TCG’s grant programs as well as veteran 

leaders in the field. In addition, participants will engage in dialogues about the state 

of the field and the next generation of theatre leadership—sharing challenges and 

insights to better shape TCG’s programming toward advancing a more interdependent, 

inclusive, and sustainable theatre field. 

For members of the 2018 cohort who are early-career theatre critics and journalists, 

the year-long professional development curriculum will include mentorship 

opportunities with arts editors and journalists in St. Louis and around the U.S., 

including at American Theatre magazine, and a publishing relationship that may 

include stipends. 
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TCG will provide the following to RLC participants:

   A full registration scholarship to attend the 2018 TCG National Conference  
in St. Louis, MO 

  Professional development workshops and networking opportunities
  Job search training  
  Access to veteran leaders in the field 
   Access to a national network of peers
   One-on-One career counseling with TCG staff 
   1-year subscription to American Theatre magazine (print and online)
   1-year subscription to ARTSEARCH®

   RLC Toolkit, including publications and resource materials

TCG will cover the following RLC Orientation Meeting and Conference expenses  
for those participants who are based in New York:

   Travel to and from St. Louis, MO
   Ground Transportation to and from the airport in St. Louis and New York
   Housing in St. Louis while attending the RLC Orientation and  
TCG National Conference

   A limited daily per diem
TCG will cover the following RLC Orientation Meeting and Conference expenses  
for those participants who are based in St. Louis City/County:

  Local Transportation

  Parking

RLC participants who are based in St. Louis will be responsible for the following 
Orientation Meeting and Conference expenses:

  Housing

  Meals not provided during Orientation or Conference programming

All RLC participants will be required to participate in an Orientation Meeting on  
June 2, 2018, and Pre-Conference and Post-Conference Programming, as well as  
the TCG National Conference on June 14—16. New York-based participants should 
plan to arrive in St. Louis for the Orientation Meeting on June 1st and depart in  
the evening on June 2nd. 

The following is a detailed list of required RLC programming.  
Please visit www.tcg.org for the full Conference agenda on June 14–16:

   June 2, 2018 — 9am–6pm — RLC Orientation Meeting 

  June 11, 2018 — 9am–6pm — RLC Pre-Conference Programming

  June 12, 2018 — 12–5pm — Professional Development Programming

   June 13, 2018 — 10am–1pm — Professional Development Programming

   June 14, 2018 — 9am–8pm — Conference Programming 

7:30—10pm — Spotlight On Reception (during TCG’s Opening Night Party)

  June 15, 2018 — 9am–7pm — Conference Programming

   June 16, 2018 — 9am–4:30pm — Conference Programming 

6:30–8:30pm — Grantee Mixer

   June 17, 2018 — 9:30am–1pm — RLC Debrief/Final Thoughts
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Application and Recommendation Deadline 
May 4, 2018, NOON Eastern Time
 
Applicant Notification  
Week of May 21, 2018
 
Orientation Meeting 
June 2, 2018
 
Pre-Conference Programming 
June 11—13, 2018
 
TCG National Conference 
June 14—16, 2018
 
Post-Conference Programming 
June 17, 2018

Additional Professional Development Activities  
June 2018—May 2019

RLC participants must commit to attending and participating in all program activities 

listed above as well as periodic workshops, webinars and phone meetings, and are 

asked to treat all scheduled activities as professional obligations. TCG will provide a 

detailed curriculum.
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SELECTION PROCESS
Early-career leaders of color in all areas of theatre, including but not  

limited to acting, administration, craft areas, design, directing, dramaturgy,  

literary management, producing, stage management, technical production,  

and theatre criticism/journalism may apply. Early-career leaders of color  

based in St. Louis, MO and New York, NY will be selected to participate in  

the year-long program.

ELIGIBILITY 
RLC Applicants must:

   Be based in St. Louis, MO and  

New York, NY

    Be a citizen or permanent resident  

of the U.S. at the time of application 

    Have been working in the theatre field  

or related sector(s) for approximately 

3–8 years

   Have taken a leadership role at  

a performing arts organization,  

in a community, at an arts publication, 

or in the theatre field (including but 

not limited to artistic, production, 

administration, education, and theatre 

criticism/journalism)

   Self-identify as a person of color

SELECTION CRITERIA 
RLC Applicants must demonstrate:

   Talent, skills and professional 

experience as an early-career leader

   Evidence of maturity, flexibility and 

ability to adapt to change

   Potential impact of the program  

on the participant

   Potential to take on greater leadership 

responsibilities

   Potential for positive impact on the 

theatre field

    Commitment to equity, diversity 

 and inclusion

    Commitment to a career in the  

not-for-profit theatre

RLC defines a leader as an individual who has had experience leading staff, 

organizations and/or communities, as well as those who’ve led artistic processes  

and programmatic initiatives, and those charged with documenting and reflecting  

the work of the field. The program acknowledges that leadership takes place in  

all departments throughout performing arts organizations and the field at large.  

With that in mind, the program supports leaders working in all areas of the theatre 

field, including but not limited to acting, administration, craft areas, design, 

directing, dramaturgy, literary management, producing, stage management, 

technical production, and theatre criticism/journalism.

The panel will identify applicants who clearly demonstrate a commitment to equity, 

diversity and inclusion. Applicants must clearly articulate why this is the right time  

in their career to participate in the program, and how this program will impact  

them and advance their career in the theatre field or a related sector.
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ONLINE APPLICATION SUBMISSION DEADLINE:  
FRIDAY, MAY 4, 2018 NOON ET

Applications must be developed and submitted by the individual applicant.

The online application will require that the applicant name two references who will  

each submit a recommendation on their behalf. Both recommenders should be  

familiar with the applicant’s work and be available to submit their recommendation  

to TCG via email by FRIDAY, MAY 4, 2018 NOON ET.

The applicant should receive a confirmation e-mail indicating a successful submission  

within one hour. If not, please contact TCG immediately. Be sure to save the Submission 

Confirmation E-mail as proof of submission. Applicants who cannot provide proof of 

application submission will not be eligible.

1.   Apply via the TCG ONLINE APPLICATION PORTAL at 

https://www.GrantRequest.com/SID_1933?SA=SNA&FID=35055 

The TCG ONLINE APPLICATION PORTAL will require applicants to complete  

the online application form and upload the following one or two file(s). Please note  

that only applicants applying as critics/journalists will be required to submit two  

writing samples. Each file must be under 15 MB.  

FILE #1: Upload a two-page resume/CV for the applicant. Name the file as follows: 

ApplicantLastName_ApplicantFirstName_Resume.pdf 

FILE #2: Those applying as theatre critics/journalists must also upload two non-first  

person writing samples (features or reviews). Name the file as follows: 

ApplicantLastName_ApplicantFirstName_Samples.pdf 

2.  Failure to assemble and submit application materials properly may result in the  

application being considered ineligible for review. 

3.  Save the Application Confirmation E-mail as proof of submission. Applicants who  

cannot provide proof of application submission by the deadline will not be eligible.  

If you do not receive an Application Confirmation E-mail within an hour of submission, 

please email Michael Francis at mfrancis@tcg.org. NOTE: Confirmation emails will  

be sent from mail@grantapplication.com, so be sure to check your spam folder. 

4.  Application materials will NOT be accepted after the aforementioned deadline and  

must be submitted via the TCG ONLINE APPLICATION PORTAL.

5.  The application requires two letters of recommendation that address why the  

applicant is a strong candidate for the RLC program. The applicant will be 

responsible for sharing the following information with both of their recommenders. 

Recommenders MUST submit their letters directly to TCG by emailing a PDF file  

to Michael Francis at mfrancis@tcg.org by May 4, 2018, NOON Eastern Time. 

Recommendations must be submitted by the recommender, not the RLC applicant.
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RECOMMENDATION INSTRUCTIONS 

You are being asked to provide a recommendation for a candidate for the  

Rising Leaders of Color (RLC) Program. The overall intent of RLC is to nurture  

and support a more diverse and inclusive landscape in American theatre by 

supporting the professional development of exceptional early-career leaders  

of color who are committed to upholding equitable practices in the theatre field. 

RLC defines a leader as an individual who has had experience leading staff and/

or organizations as well as those who’ve led artistic processes and programmatic 

initiatives, and those charged with documenting and reflecting the work of the field.  

In addition to your overall assessment of the candidate, please describe at least 

one example in which you have experienced this candidate’s leadership skills 

and potential to impact the field in a positive way. You should also address your 

experience of the applicant’s maturity level and ability to adapt to change.  

It is possible that members of the selection panel will not be familiar with the 

applicant’s work. Therefore, your assessment will carry considerable influence. 

NOTE: Your letter must not exceed two pages and should include your name,  

title and email address. Additional pages will not be forwarded to the panel. 

ONCE YOU’VE COMPLETED YOUR RECOMMENDATION, SAVE THE FILE AS A  

PDF LABELED: “ApplicantLastName_ApplicantFirstName_RLC_REC.pdf” 

EMAIL THE TYPED AND DATED LETTER TO: Michael Francis, Senior Artistic 

Programs Associate, mfrancis@tcg.org NO LATER THAN May 4, 2018,  

NOON Eastern Time. UNSIGNED AND/OR LATE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL NOT  

BE ACCEPTED.

The deadline for recommendations is May 4, 2018, NOON Eastern Time. 

Recommendations must be submitted directly to senior artistic program 

associate, Michael Francis at mfrancis@tcg.org by the recommender,  

not the RLC applicant.



For over 50 years, Theatre Communications Group (TCG),the national organization for theatre, has existed to strengthen, 

nurture and promote the professional not-for-profit theatre. TCG’s constituency has grown from a handful of groundbreaking 

theatres to nearly 700 member theatres and affiliate organizations and more than 12,000 individuals nationwide. TCG offers 

its members networking and knowledge-building opportunities through conferences, events, research and communications; 

awards grants, approximately $2 million per year, to theatre companies and individual artists; advocates on the federal 

level; and serves as the U.S. Center of the International Theatre Institute, connecting its constituents to the global theatre 

community. TCG is North America’s largest independent publisher of dramatic literature, with 15 Pulitzer Prizes for Drama  

on the TCG booklist. It also publishes the award-winning American Theatre magazine and ARTSEARCH®, the essential source 

for a career in the arts. In all of its endeavors, TCG seeks to increase the organizational efficiency of its member theatres,  

cultivate and celebrate the artistic talent and achievements of the field and promote a larger public understanding of,  

and appreciation for, the theatre. www.tcg.org

The Regional Arts Commission (RAC) of St. Louis is at the forefront of efforts to transform  

St. Louis into a more vibrant, creative and economically thriving community by elevating  

the vitality, value and visibility of the arts. It is the largest annual funder of non-profit arts  

in the region, and since its inception in 1985, RAC has awarded more than 7,000 grants totaling 

over $100 million to support nonprofit arts, individual artists, cultural organizations, consortiums 

and programs. Directed by a board of 15 commissioners appointed by the chief executives  

of St. Louis City and St. Louis County, RAC is a pivotal force in the continuing development  

and marketing of the arts in the region. Visit www.racstl.org for more information.

Howard Gilman believed in the power of the arts to transform lives. The Howard Gilman Foundation 

honors his legacy by supporting the most robust, innovative, and promising performing arts 

organizations in New York City. www.howardgilmanfoundation.org

Founded in 1969, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation endeavors to strengthen, promote, and, 

where necessary, defend the contributions of the humanities and the arts to human flourishing 

and to the well-being of diverse and democratic societies by supporting exemplary institutions  

of higher education and culture as they renew and provide access to an invaluable heritage of 

ambitious, path-breaking work. www.mellon.org
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